


Importance of visualisations

 Visualisations simplify and clarify (Wood, 1994)

 Scientific visualisation should communicate 
information in the most efficient, unambiguous 
manner possible (Tufte & Graves-Morris, 1983)
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This is a hot mess.

How should we 
describe these 
visualisations?

Same information, better visualisation.  Value judgement
 Unsystematic, 

informal

 Surface features
 Inconsistent, 

ungeneralisable

Description is 
important to clarify 
what works and 
what doesn't.



This is a hot mess.

Same information, better visualisation.

 Just like scientific 
language, scientific 
visualisations have a 
form of syntax and 
grammar
(Dimopoulos et al., 2003; Kelleher & 
Wagener, 2011; Mathai & Ramadas, 
2009; Tversky, 2011). 

 Visualisations are 
complex, so description 
schemes are also 
complex

Description is 
important to clarify 
what works and 
what doesn't.
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 The science visualisation literature is 
fractured.

 Theoretical foundations, i.e.

 Dual-code model (Levie, 1987)

 Mental model construction (Glenberg & Langston, 1992; 

Hegarty & Just, 1993; Subramaniam & Padalkar, 2009)

 Based on image appearance or function (Clark & Lyons, 

2010)

 Many aren't clearly operationalised (Clark & Lyons, 

2010; Goldsmith, 1987).

 Focus more on how to construct a visualisation,  
but not how to describe it
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 The current state of typologies

 Typologies based on a grab-bag of descriptors, 
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 Lack theoretical basis

 Tend to be artificially reductionist



Typologies

 The current state of typologies

 Typologies based on a grab-bag of descriptors, 
i.e. Descriptive lists by Clark & Lyons, 2010

 Lack theoretical basis

 Tend to be artificially reductionist

 Theories don't talk to each other

 Descriptors are artificially specific

 Synthesis of multiple viewpoints needed
(Gahegan, 1999)
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The CCAIRS 
typology

 Qualitative coding 
scheme for 
visualisations

 Content

 Context in text

 Abstraction

 Intended Audience

 Rhetorical Intention

 Surface features



The CCAIRS 
typology

 Draws from psychology (from 

perception through persuasion theory), 
science communication, 
advertising, and art theory

 Combines a number of 
descriptor-based typologies

 Explicitly built to be practically 
applied as a descriptive tool

 BROADLY applicable



The CCAIRS typology

Still some subjectivity

'Dat graph!
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Method

 Select some likely journals

 Psychometrika

 The Journal of Mathematical Psychology

 Discard any paper without a visualisation

 Discard any paper on an irrelevant topic

 Say farewell to friends and loved ones (the next bit will take a while)

 Isolate pages with visualisations

 Systematically apply the CCAIRS to the visualisations

 Random (ish) sample of 150 images from 2000-2014
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Common visualisation types
Line (73%) Scatter (22%) Density (17%) Structural (16%)



Uncommon visualisation types
Ternary Polyhedral coneContour plot



Uncommon visualisation types
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Uncommon visualisation types
Ternary Polyhedral coneContour plot

Correlation weight... heat mapsContour and structural plot had a baby
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 Uncommon figures generally 
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The good

 Generally efficient

 Efficiency is using the 
minimum number of visual 
elements to convey meaning

 0 = completely inefficient

 100 = completely efficient

 Average efficiency of 76%

Poor efficiency
(only one connection discussed in text)

Great efficiency
(meaning clear, all discussed in text)
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(20% had 5 or more points, 10% 10 or more!)
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The bad
 CLUTTER!

 Cramming a lot of information into a figure

(20% had 5 or more points, 10% 10 or more!)
Heavy annotation Hybrid oddity
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The bad
 CLUTTER!

 Cramming too many complex panels

into a page

 Mostly 2,4, or 9 panels per figure

 Ranges from 1 to 15 panels per page

Fetch the 
magnifying glass!



Totally just Figure 1
Theoretically valid



Totally just Figure 1
Theoretically valid That's just cheating!
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The bad
 Cut the clutter

 Crammed panels

 If you don't go through it in detail in text, you don't need it

 Use shading and colour to differentiate important visual 
elements

 Crammed pages

 Do you really need all those panels?

+ =
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The ugly
Aspect ratio errors
 Makes words difficult to read
 Can distort interpretation



The ugly
Colours without meaning

 Distracting
 Make those who can't afford 

colour budget jealous
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CCAIRS    = R for rhetorical intention

 Engage an audience?
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 Encourage rote learning?

 Encourage elaborative learning?

 Make a passing point
(no need for recall)
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The ugly

Straight from your analysis
 No. No.

CCAIRS    = R for rhetorical intention

 Engage an audience?

 Facilitate an ongoing process?

 Encourage rote learning?

 Encourage elaborative learning?

 Make a passing point
(no need for recall)



The ugly
Aspect ratio errors
 Makes words difficult to read
 Can distort interpretation

Colours without meaning
 Distracting
 Make those who can't afford 

colour budget jealous

Straight from your analysis
 No. No. No.

These colours clarify interpretation

These colours help nobody
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Keep doing these things:
 Explain how to interpret unusual figures
 Convey meaning efficiently

Don't do these things:
 Cram your figures with panels
 Cram your panels with visual clutter
 Use colour where it doesn't convey meaning
 Use visualisations straight from your analysis

Consider doing these things:
 Use fewer elements and panels, and discuss them in 
more depth
 Use greys and colours to avoid clutter
 Treat your visualisations like you do your text: craft 
and draft.

Conclusions
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Skeleton Wikimedia commons
Chimp http://blogs.houstonzoo.org/2013/06/protecting-the-zoos-chimpanzee-counterparts-in-the-wild/

Ecosystem http://eschooltoday.com/ecosystems/images/ecosystem-
illustration.jpg
Alaska gulf
http://celebrating200years.noaa.gov/breakthroughs/ecosystems/gulf_of_alaska_lme_650.jpg 

Evolution diagram

Keep doing these things:
 Explain how to interpret unusual figures
 Convey meaning efficiently

Don't do these things:
 Cram your figures with panels
 Cram your panels with visual clutter
 Use colour where it doesn't convey 
meaning
 Use visualisations straight from your 
analysis

Consider doing these things:
 Use fewer elements and panels, and 
discuss them in more depth
 Use greys and colours to avoid clutter
 Treat your visualisations like you do your 
text: craft and draft.

Conclusions


